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ABSTRACT
We investigate the behavior of magnetic moments and the strange form fac-
tors of the baryon octet based on the SU(3) chiral models. We consider a
set of inertia parameters to realize the magnetic moment data of baryon octet
in a model independent way. When the inertia parameters are adjusted, the
model can successfully reproduce all measured magnetic moments of the baryon
octet. We nd the strange form factor of proton to be positive, which conrms
McKeown's conjecture. The positiveness of the strange form factor of proton is
analized in terms of the vacuum uctuation coupled to the vector current along
the strangeness direction.
There have been signicant discussions concerning the possibility of sizable strange quark
matrix elements in the nucleon. The EMC result[1] on the proton spin spurred this issue
by indicating indirectly that considerable amount of spin polorization is carried by strange
quarks in the proton. In addition, if the strange quark content in the nucleon is substantial
then kaon condensation can be induced at a matter density lower than that of chiral phase
transition[2, 3] aecting the scenarios for relativistic heavy-ion reactions[4], neutron star
cooling[5] and so on.
Another interesting physical quantities to be studied along this line is the magnetic mo-
ment associated with the strangeness current in the nucleon. It was suggested to measure
the neutral weak magnetic moment through parity violating electron scattering[6]. SAM-
PLE experiment[7] currently in progress will reveal the experimental value soon. Recently,
McKeown[8] has shown that the strange form factor of proton should be positive by using
the conjecture that the up-quark eects are generally dominant in the avor dependence of
the nucleon properties. This result is contrary to the negative values of the proton strange
form factor which result from most of the model calculations[9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] except
that of two of us, Hong and Park (HP)[15].
However McKeown has pointed out that his positive value of the proton strange form
factor is consistent with the prediction by HP which is based on the SU(3) chiral bag
model (CBM)[16]. Recently Meissner et al investigated the strange form factors by taking
isoscalar and isovector meson poles into account[17]. They found the strange form factor





The motivation of this paper is to justify the prediction of Ref.[15] on the positive
strange form factor of the proton by doing the adjustment of the inertia parameters in a
more systematic way.
Long ago, Adkins discussed the model independent parametrization of the magnetic
moments of baryons, in which the avor symmmetry breaking and the 1=N
c
correction are
taken into account of the SU(3) Skyrme model (SM)[18]. The same line was traced in
HP for the CBM to show that there are also six parameters for the magnetic moments of
baryon octet. As the details of the calculation with CBM already are presented in HP, we
here mention only the general scheme of it to discuss the model-independent behavior of
the magnetic moments.
In the CBM, a baryon is described by two phases : the mesonic phase of soliton con-
guration is surrounding the quark phase where the freely moving quarks are conned
through the chirally symmetric boundary condition. In addition to the \chirally symmet-
ric" Lagrangian, incorporated are various \symmetry breaking" terms into the Lagrangian:




chiral symmetry into SU(3)
V
for the nonvanishing
quark masses. At this level all the quark masses and consequently the masses of the meson
octet are chosen degenerate. The mass matrix

M is given by









). (2) Breaking of the avor SU(3) symmetry into SU(2)U(1) due to
the heavier strange quark than the other two light quarks and due to the dierence in the




. The isospin symmetry breaking has not been
incorporated. These symmetry breaking terms can be treated as perturbations.
















valence quarks and completely lled negative energy sea for the quarks conned inside
1
the bag. The zero modes associated with invariance of the solution under the arbitrary
rotations in SU(3) avor space can be canonically quantized by introducing proper collective































































Here, the operators associated with the SU(3) collective coordinate quantization will be

















representation of SU(3), and
^
Y the hypercharge operator. The other quantities are the
inertia parameters : M
0





its moments of inertia with repsect to the collective rotation in the nonstrangeness and
strangeness directions, and m and m
1
are inertia parameters associated with the avor
symmetry breaking (FSB). (See Ref.[16] for their explicit form.) Except these model de-
pendent inertia parameters, the Hamiltonian of Eq.(1) is general to all the soliton models
for baryons based on the chiral Lagrangian.
As far as the symmetric part of the Hamitonian H
0
is concerned, the wavefunction of
the baryon with isospin (I, I
3
), spin (J , J
3
















(A) is the matrix elemnet of the SU(3) irreducible representation (IR) of dimen-
sion  acting on the basis hI; I
3




i. Due to the Wess-Zumino constraint,
only the states obeying Y
R




























(A) have the same quantum numbers of the corresponding baryon










The baryon magnetic moments can be calculated by taking the expectation values of the
corresponding operator with respect to the baryon wavefunctions (3). We rst derive the
avor singlet current V
(0)

and avor octet vector current V
(a)

(a = 1; 2;    ; 8) from the given
CBM Lagrangian. As for a baryon number current on the mesonic phase, we should include

































Following the standard procedures in the SU(3) collective coordinate quantization scheme,









































































where M, N , N
0
, P and Q are new inertia parameters depending on the soliton solution.





(p = 4;    ; 7) is the \right" SU(3) operator appearing






































. The last two
terms of ^
i(a)
come from the symmetry breaking Lagrangian for the dierence in the meson
decay constants. In the practical calculations of the expectation values, it is helpful to





















































































is the unitary IR of SU(3), which is nothing but the WignerD-functions appearing











By taking the expectation values of the operators (5) with the wavefunctions (3) for the










up to the rst order in perturbation. Here, the rst order correction 
1;B
comes from
the explicit contribution of the FSB Lagrangian to the current and 
2;B
is due to the
representation mixing in the wavefunctions. In Table 1, listed are the explicit expressions
for the magnetic moments of the baryon octet. Note that 
2;B
(and the term proportional
to Q in 
1;B











































At this point, it will be interesting to evaluate the separate up, down and strange
quark contributions to the magnetic moments of the baryons. They are associated with the
electromagnetic current carried by the quark of avor f(= u; d; s), which are obtained by
3
multiplying the fractional charge to the corresponding quark current V
(f)












































































denote the each quark contribution to the magnetic moment, which can be obtained
in the same way described above. The explicit expressions for 
(s)
B
are appended in Table
2. Note that the baryons belonging to the same isospin multiplets have the same strange






























B denotes for the isospin conjugate baryon to B.










































































On the other hand, the form factor F
(f)
1;B
is just the number of valence quarks with the avor




















(0) = 1  Y: (14)
Thus, the strange quark contributions to the electromagnetic moments can be transformed














































We summarize the expressions for the magnetic moments of baryons in Table 1 which are
general to various chiral soliton models of baryons. Then, we optimize the inertia parameters
to t the data in the point of view that the situation can be improved by ne-tuning the
model, for example, by including the other degrees of freedom and/or higher order terms
in the derivative on the chiral eld. In Ref.[15], this trial was done by varying roughly the
inertia parameters around the CBM values to minimize the sum of the absolute dierence
between the model predictions and the measured magnetic moments of the baryons
1
.
In this work, we develop an improved tting method by noticing that the formulas for





, a standard least-square-tting method can be applied to determining the
other veM, N , N
0
, P and Q. In Fig. 1, presented are the numerical results on the inertia
parameters and the magnetic moments for various values of mI
2
in the range 0  mI
2
 4.
The tting process turns out to be remarkably independent of the parameter mI
2
; the





are almost constants and the other parameters show












+ 2:87; and Q = 0:64mI
2
  4:39: (17)
Furthermore, for any value of mI
2
, the formula given in Table 1 can produce an excellent t








a positive constant value about +0.4. The numerical values are given in Table 2 as \Fit1".
Such an independence of the tting to the parameter mI
2
can be understood by using
the V-spin symmetric relations (8). By subtracting a baryon magnetic moment by that
of the V-spin partner appearing in eq.(8), we can eliminate the terms with mI
2
and Q.



















and P. With the experimental values for the baryon magnetic moments the





= 10:76 and P =  2:75. These values
are close to what we have obtained from the least-square t including 

. Once these three
parameters are xed, the remaining equation can be used to determine the rest three inertia


























+ 3:34, Q = 0:64mI
2
  4:91, which are also comparable to Eq.(17).






























With the experimental magnetic moments the left hand side is evaluated as 0.08. It implies
that the expressions given in Table 1 for the baryon magnetic moments are reasonable.
The numerical results for this analysis are given as \Fit2" in Table 2, which yields again a
positive strange form factor.
We present the numerical results of CBM[16] also in Table 2 as a reference. Here the
inertia parameters are evaluated at the magic angle (R) =
1
2
 corresponding to the bag
radius R  0:6fm. The values are obtained by including the conventional Skyrme term
to the meson part of the Lagrangian in order to stabilize the soliton solution with the
Skyrme parameter e = 4:75 and f

= 93 MeV. The consequent baryon magnetic moments
1
Ref.[15] has some erroneous numerical values in the predictions of the baryon magnetic moments and
thus we use a more systematic approach.
5
are presented in the next table, which show qualitative agreements with the experimental
values within 30% errors. The worst case is the proton magnetic moment which comes out
smaller than that of 
+
. The same is true for the SM which corresponds to the CBM with
zero bag radius.
Next we investigate the origin of the large positive values of the strange form factors. To
do this we divide the nucleon strange form factors into three pieces; namely the contirbutions
from the chiral symmetric limit F
(s);0
2N








Table 3. Here one notes that the FSB eects are dominant in \Fit1", \Fit2" and the CBM
through the explicit and implicit channels. This large contribution from the FSB originates













. These terms implicitly describing
the vacuum uctuation in the strange direction have not been properly considered in most
of models
2
. That is why our prediction in \Fit1", \Fit2" and the CBM are positively large
dierently from those of most of models.
In Table 3 one also notes that the explicit current FSB is dominant in \Fit1" and \Fit2"
while the implicit representation mixing FSB is assertive in the CBM. Thus, one can hardly
expect that those inertia parameters from the present state of chiral models could provide
the ideal predictions of \Fit1" and \Fit2" on the magnetic moments and the strange form
factors without an introduction of new idea
3
.
The up-, down- and strange-quark contributions to the magnetic moment of the proton
are presented in Table 2. The results show that the up-quark contribution is dominant to
those from down- and strange-quarks by a factor 10. It is fully consistent with the up-quark
dominant picture of Ref.[8]. However, this qualitative behavior could not be used to predict








































which would yield 
(u)
p
= 2:45 and 
(d)
p
=  0:34 in case of vanishing strange form factor.
In summary, we have investigated the magnetic moments and the strange form factors
of the baryon octet in the CBM. Various symmetry breaking terms are included into the
model and treated as perturbations in the SU(3) collective coordinate quantization scheme.
The inertia parameters appearing in the formulas for the baryon magnetic moments are
adjusted to t the experimental values. Here we have assumed that the formulas are general
to all the soliton models for the baryons with the SU(3) symmetry breaking terms treated
as a perturbation and that in a more sophisticated version of CBM the situation will be
improved. The formulas turn out to t the baryon magentic moment remarkably well
and predict a positive strange form factor for the proton which is due to the vacuum
2
Here one notes that one reference[10] treats the FSB eects to yield F
(s)
2;p
=  0:13. However this value has
the same sign but is much larger than our SM prediction due to the fact that they used the dierent Skyrme









Here one cannot exclude the possibility of introducing new additional inertia parameters in the model
independent relations which could yield a dierent prediction of the strange form factors, together with the
gluon and Casimir eects.
6
uctuation in the strange direction ignored in most of models. It supports McKeown's
recent prediction[8] based on the up-quark dominant proton structure. The theoretical
prediction along this line for the other baryon octet have been also performed.
We would like to thank Mannque Rho and G.E. Brown for helpful discussions and
constant concerns. This work is supported in part by the Korea Science and Engineering
Foundation through the CTP and by the Korea Ministry of Education under Grant No.
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Table 2: The inertia parameters, magnetic moments of baryon octet and their form factors.
The magnetic moments included in the tting process are indicated by . For the inertia





Fit1 2.55 text text  2:91 text free
Fit2 2.51 7.73 +6:07  2:75  2:99 3.00
CBM 0.66 6.00 +0:52 +1:11 +1:27 3.96














































CBM 2.06  2:03  0:58  1:43  0:49 2.12 0.43  1:25
SM 1.68  1:33  0:59  1:24  0:52 1.76 0.54  0:68

























Fit1 2.72 0.21  0:13 0.39 1.43 1.26  0:97 0.28
Fit2 2.70 0.22  0:12 0.37 1.37 1.22  0:99 0.26
CBM 1.59 0.57  0:10 0.30 0.49 0.25  1:54  0:67
SM 1.34 0.33 +0:01  0:02 0.51 0.09  1:74  0:67













Fit1 0.16 0.28  0:05 0.39
Fit2 0.16 0.28  0:07 0.37
CBM  0:19  0:12 0.61 0.30
SM  0:13  0:09 0.20  0:02
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Figure 1: Numerical results of the tting : (a) inertia parameters, (b) 
2
, (c) baryon
magnetic moments and (d) proton strange form factor as a function of mI
2
.
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